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Repairing Homes - Restoring Dignity
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TENUFA BAKEHILA is the ONLY non-profit home
repair organization in Israel that takes a
HOLISTIC FAMILY-ORIENTED APPROACH.
With skilled hands and open hearts, our tradesmen
and counselors help needy families get back on track
and move towards a brighter future.
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9

Cities

306 Homes Repaired
122 Elderly citizens, including 26 Holocaust survivors
114 Single-parent families
82 Immigrant families, including 61 from Ethiopia
65 Physically/emotionally challenged
15 Homes of soldiers - and more.

Location Family Status

Services Provided

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly grandparent, single
mother and 4 children were
forbidden to return home due
to the state of the home

Replaced the unusable shower (blocked and flooded), installing a new
plumbing system, tiles and shower accessories. Replaced all sockets and
switches, repaired and cleaned the dark and peeling walls, doors and
doorposts, and treated the entire apartment for mold. After the project
was completed, the children were authorized to return home

Kiryat-Ata

Disabled couple (immigrants from
Ethiopia) with son in the IDF

Extremely dilapidated home. Fixed and replaced doors. Replaced rotted
kitchen with new cabinets, counter, sink and drain. Replaced window
screens, two windows and hazardous sockets. Fixed walls and painted

Or-Akiva

Single, visually-impaired and
disabled mother with 9 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Replaced unsafe and inaccessible bathroom with accessible shower,
including the installation of new ceramic tiles on floor and walls, toilet,
sink, cabinets, drain and plumbing, and shower accessories. Also replaced
the apartment’s entire dysfunctional plumbing system and doors

Kiryat-Gat

Single, visually-impaired and
disabled mother with 9 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Replaced unsafe and inaccessible bathroom with accessible shower,
including the installation of new ceramic tiles on floor and walls, toilet,
sink, cabinets, drain and plumbing, and shower accessories. Also replaced
the apartment’s entire dysfunctional plumbing system and doors

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children

Replaced unsafe electrical sockets and switches throughout the home
and installed a new fuse-box. Fixed leaks in shower and the walls
that had crumbled due to the leaks. Cleared broken furniture

Hatzor

Single mother + 2 children

Replaced unsafe electrical sockets and switches throughout the home
and installed a new fuse-box. Fixed leaks in shower and the walls
that had crumbled due to the leaks. Cleared broken furniture

Hatzor

Disabled person in a wheel chair

Installed handrails in toilet and bathroom, replaced
doorpost and painted the apartment

Kiryat-Malachi

5 orphans (immigrants from Ethiopia)

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted. Cleared deceased parents’ belongings

Mevo-Dotan

Couple + 5 children

Fixed damaged electrical system and walls after a fire

Jerusalem

Elderly parent + mentally
challenged son

Unbearably cold home with no ceilings (exposed to roof). Plastered
the ceiling to retain the heat, repaired crumbling and peeling walls,
painted the entire home and fixed the electrical system.

Beit-Shemesh

Single mother + 5 children

Ceramics were separating from the shower walls, representing a
risk to the children when they bathed. Replaced all tiles with new,
installed plumbing, toilet, cabinets, and shower accessories

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly couple, man in wheel chair

Since the man’s wheelchair could not pass through the door of the bathroom,
he had to crawl from his wheelchair to the bathtub. The team built an accessible
shower, installed new plumbing, toilet, sink, cupboard, and shower accessories,
widened the entrance and installed a new accessible door and handrails

Pardes-Hanna

Sick man

The electrical system was severely damaged, and the entire apartment’s
walls had been ruined after the resident tried to fix the problem by himself.
The team repaired the electrical system, fixed and painted the walls

Ofakim

Single mother + 2 soldiers

The team replaced an old, broken kitchen, replacing the kitchen
cabinets, counter, sink, drain and faucet, and ceramic tiles

Holon

4 orphans (immigrants from
Ethiopia) including 2 soldiers

Fixed walls and painted, fixed electrical system and
cleared out old and broken belongings

Jerusalem

Couple + 8 children

Parts of the home were without electrical system, and therefore dark
and cold. The team repaired the electrical system and hazardous sockets,
while also fixing, painting and applying mold treatment to the walls

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly grandmother
(immigrant from Ethiopia) +
single mother + 2 children

Snakes and scorpions were found under the family’s belongings in the
garden. The team cleared the garden and treated it for pest control

Hadera

Mentally disabled adult

Fixed and painted damp and peeling walls

Location Family Status

Services Provided

Jerusalem

Elderly sick grandmother +
single mother+ 1 child

Installed handrails in toilet and bathroom, fixed electrical system, fixed
doors, fixed walls and painted. Arranged for donations of beds for
mother and grandmother, both of whom had been sleeping on rotted
and broken beds. Also arranged for donation of table and chairs

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly couple, sick woman living
with single mother + 1 child

A large window had no glass in it, making the apartment impossible
to heat, and all doors were broken. Installed new window and doors,
fixed and painted peeling and crumbling walls and doorposts

Jerusalem

Couple + 2 children

The apartment was significantly damaged by a fire in a neighboring
apartment. The team scrubbed away the soot and then fixed and
painted the apartment and treated the home for the smoke odor

Hadera

Elderly person (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Replaced kitchen counter, cabinets, sink, drain and tiles.
Fixed and painted the apartment’s walls

Kiryat-Gat

Couple (immigrants from Ethiopia)+
3 children, soldier daughter

Restored shower to functional state: fixed faucets, window, replaced showerhead
and installed shower accessories. Fixed electrical system, fixed and painted walls,
doors and doorposts, Cleared old and broken belongings from the apartment

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children (including
an emotionally challenged son)

Pulled out moldy parquet floor and replaced it with new tiles. Painted the home,
fixed the shutters, sealed the shower and fixed the plumbing. Replaced shower with
severe mold damage with a new tiled wall. Repaired lighting, switches and sockets

Hadera

Couple + 1 child

Desperate living conditions. Fixed walls and painted, cleared out an enormous
amount of clutter, installed missing doors, installed kitchen cabinets and faucet

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother +2 children,
including a sick disabled child

Disabled son would injure himself while crawling on the concrete
path outside the apartment. The Tenufa team smoothed out the
path and installed tiles, making it safe and accessible for him

Jerusalem

Single mother (immigrant
from Iran) + 4

Damp walls in entire apartment due to bursting pipes. After insurance
fixed the pipes, the Tenufa team fixed the walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Needy family with 4 children

As “improvised kitchen” was replaced with a new kitchen
counter, sink, drain, faucets and cabinets

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from the Caucasus)

Fixed plumbing, toilet, sealed shower and sink

Hadera

Single mother + soldier daughter

Fixed hot water heater

Hadera

Elderly man (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Painted doorposts and bathroom, fixed window, fixed cabinets

Hadera

Elderly couple (immigrants from
Ethiopia) living with married
child and grandchildren

Fixed walls and painted, fixed shutters and leaks

Hadera

Elderly couple (immigrants
from Ethiopia)

Fixed windows, window screens, toilets and water heater

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly woman (immigrant from
Ethiopia) & single mother + 3
children (including a soldier)

Repaired and painted moldy, peeling walls; installed lighting
in a dark kitchen; fixed door and electrical system

Hadera

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed faucets; arranged for contribution of furniture

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 2 soldier children
(immigrant from the Caucasus)

Dismantled and assembled furniture

Pardes-Hanna

Sick single mother + 1 child

Repaired and painted damp walls and ceilings; fixed light
switches, sockets, light fixtures and doors

Hadera

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed and painted walls

Hadera

Single father + 5 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, fixed electrical system, replaced faucets

Pardes-Hanna

Couple + 5 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, fixed doors, electrical system and lighting

Hadera

Elderly adult

Replaced faucets and kitchen ceramic tiles; repaired leaks

Hadera

Single mother + 4 (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted, installed lighting

Or-Akiva

Couple + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted

Location Family Status
Hadera

Elderly single mother + 4 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Services Provided
Fixed walls and painted, fixed lighting

Binyamina

Disabled couple + 4 children

Fixed and painted damp and peeling walls

Hadera

Single mother + 2 children

Cleared garden, fixed shutters and electrical system

Binyamina

Couple with mentally challenged
child (immigrants from the Caucasus)

Fixed damp, mold and holes in walls and painted, fixed leaks, fixed electrical system

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted, treated mold in bathroom,
replaced sockets, installed lighting

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 1 child
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Treated mold in bathroom, fixed electrical system and painted the apartment

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 1 child

Fixed electrical system and lighting; filled hole in wall; painted

Or-Akiva

Single mother + 1 child

Installed vents in bathroom; installed lighting throughout the apartment

Binyamina

Elderly emotionally-challenged
man (immigrant from Russia)

Fixed doors

Or-Akiva

Emotionally-challenged man

Fixed walls and painted; installed ceramic tiles in the
bathroom; fixed and installed lighting

Hadera

Elderly man living with
couple and grandchildren

Fixed shutters; fixed and painted walls and doorposts; fixed
kitchen cabinets and ceramics in kitchen and bathroom

Hadera

Elderly, emotionally-challenged man

Fixed walls and painted, treated mold, installed lighting
and cleared old and broken belongings

Or-Akiva

Elderly man

Fixed walls and painted, sealed sink, fixed electrical system

Hadera

Elderly couple (with the
husband disabled)

Fixed walls and painted, plastered outdoor walls

Hadera

Single mother + 1 child.
Mother is visually impaired

Fixed walls and painted

Or-Akiva

Single mother

Fixed walls and painted, repaired leaks, replaced faucet, fixed sink

Hadera

Elderly grandmother+
single mother + 1 child

Fixed walls and painted

Hadera

Single mother + 1 child

Fixed walls and painted

Binyamina

Elderly Holocaust survivor

Fixed wall severely damaged by leaks in a shower and painted

Hadera

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted, treated moldy shower, replaced lighting

Hadera

Elderly grandmother + single
mother + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted

Hadera

Couple + 3 children, including 1
emotionally-challenged child

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, replaced sink
drainage system, fixed shutters and lighting

Hadera

Single mother with visual and
hearing difficulties + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted

Hadera

Single emotionallychallenged mother +1 child
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted

Hadera

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls, dismantled and cleared old furniture

Hadera

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls, dismantled and cleared old furniture

Hadera

Elderly woman

Fixed and painted walls, doorposts and doors; repaired window, toilet and furniture

Hadera

Blind elderly man and
emotionally-challenged son
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed and painted walls; repaired window, toilet and kitchen counter

Hadera

Single mother + 3 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted, fixed electrical system

Hadera

Elderly man

Painted bathroom and parts of home; fixed door and replaced sockets

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 1 child

Fixed walls and painted, cleaned and treated mold in shower

Location Family Status

Services Provided

Hadera

Elderly woman

Replaced toilet and faucet

Pardes-Hanna

Emotionally-challenged
single mother

Fixed walls and painted, replaced sockets, fixed toilet and electrical system

Binyamina

Sick elderly woman

Fixed faucet, window screen and plumbing

Or-Akiva

Single mother + 7 children

Fixed window, furniture and electrical system

Hadera

Needy family (immigrants
from Ethiopia)

Fixed leaks in kitchen

Hadera

Single mother + 4 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Replaced faucets and showerhead; painted apartment

Hadera

Elderly couple (immigrants
from Ethiopia)

Fixed washing machine and replaced lighting

Hadera

Elderly woman

Fixed toilet, leaks and faucet, fixed walls and painted

Hadera

Elderly woman (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed screens, sealed window, fixed walls and painted

Hadera

Couple + 3 children (2 of whom
are emotionally challenged)

Fixed walls and painted, fixed lighting and screens

Hadera

Elderly woman and grandchild

Painted, fixed closet, repaired window, replaced door handles

Hadera

Elderly woman (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted, fixed doors and heating

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 4 children

Fixed walls and painted, fixed shutter and heating

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly couple + several children

Fixed furniture, electrical system and sealed counter

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 5 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed doors, painted, fixed walls and furniture

Hadera

Day care center for youth-at-risk

Fixed lighting, furniture and doors, installed washing line

Hadera

Single mother + 5 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Lack of tiles on walls in bathroom caused damage and severe mold to home
and neighbor’s home. Replaced plumbing and installed needed ceramic tiles

Hadera

Holocaust survivor

Plastered and painted the entire apartment, repaired entrance
path tiles and added a railing for handicapped accessibility

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly woman living alone

Fixed furniture and doors

Hadera

Elderly woman with an adult
emotionally-challenged child
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed ceramic flooring and walls, installed sink, replaced faucets

Binyamina

Single mother + 2 children

Replaced faucet, fixed screens, cleared shower blockage

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly man

Fixed and painted walls, doorposts and doors, fixed electrical system, sealed counter

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed furniture

Hadera

Elderly immigrant from Ethiopia

Sealed sink and counter

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly man

Dysfunctional plumbing caused severe stench to entire home. Replaced
bathroom with new toilet, plumbing and ceramic tiles. Fixed walls and painted

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 4 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, covered bathroom
walls with tiles, replaced sink and fixed toilet

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 2 children

Fixed and replaced screens and shutters

Hadera

Elderly couple (immigrants
from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 4 (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted

Or-Akiva

Elderly couple

Completely replaced kitchen with new counter, cabinets, sink, faucet
and drain. Fixed and painted damp, peeling and moldy walls

Hadera

Elderly woman (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Installed shower accessories

Or-Akiva

Elderly man

Filled holes in walls and painted

Pardes-Hanna

Lone sick woman

Fixed and replaced window screens

Location Family Status

Services Provided

Hadera

Couple + 8 children

Fixed damaged walls and painted, completed missing tiles

Hadera

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed furniture

Or-Akiva

Emotionally-challenged adult

Fixed shower, installed shower accessories

Pardes-Hanna

Single mother + 2 (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Replaced severely leaking toilet and plumbing, installed vent,
fixed lighting, faucet, intensive care to walls and painted

Hadera

Sick elderly couple

Fixed electrical system, replaced the shower sink,
fixed walls and painted

Hadera

Single mother + 3 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Bedroom walls damaged from shower leak – fixed leak, repaired walls and painted

Pardes-Hanna

Emotionally challenged adult

Fixed walls and painted

Or-Akiva

Elderly couple disabled and
visually impaired after strokes

Broken tiles and sunken floor represented a hazard to the visually impaired
person: team dismantled broken tiles, flattened floor and installed new tiles

Or-Akiva

Elderly woman

Fixed walls and painted, installed kitchen cabinets and new countertop

Hadera

Sick woman

Fixed shutters, fixed and painted walls

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly woman (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Replaced faucets, fixed and painted walls and doorposts

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly woman, single
mother + 1 child

Fixed and painted walls, installed missing ceramic tiles

Pardes-Hanna

Elderly man (immigrant from Russia)

Fixed faucet and painted

Binyamina

Emotionally-challenged man

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts

Hadera

Immigrant couple (immigrants
from Russia)

Fixed broken walls, floors, toilet and plumbing; painted walls

Hadera

Single mother + 4 children

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, cleared out old belongings

Jerusalem

Elderly couple, Holocaust survivors,
visually-impaired woman; 2 grown
emotionally-challenged sons

Severely dilapidated and cluttered home. Fixed and painted walls,
doors and doorposts; cleared massive volumes of clutter

Jerusalem

Single mentally-disabled
mother + 3 mature children

Fixed walls and painted, treated mold in shower

Jerusalem

Single mother

Replaced sockets, sealed bath and sink, treated mold in shower, sealed window

Jerusalem

Emotionally challenged man

Painted dark, moldy walls

Jerusalem

Needy family

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly woman, Holocaust survivor

Fixed walls and painted, installed handrails

Jerusalem

Needy family

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly couple

Treated mold and painted apartment, sealed window

Jerusalem

Elderly man

Fixed walls and painted, fixed door handles

Jerusalem

Needy family, sick mother

Fixed and painted damp and very moldy apartment,
cleared of many old and broken belongings

Jerusalem

Needy family

Extreme mold: massive cleaning of the apartment, fixed walls,
painted and cleared many old and broken belongings

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Dismantled and cleared old furniture, built donated beds

Jerusalem

Single mother

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Shower full of mold: cleaned and painted shower and parts of apartment,
repaired collapsing bunk-bed, hung mirrors and curtains

Jerusalem

Elderly man

Fixed broken roof, replaced with new wooden beams

Jerusalem

Sick disabled single
mother + 2 children

Fixed hazardous electrical system and fixed doors

Jerusalem

Emotionally-challenged woman

Team visited home several times to establish trust. Hopefully the
resident will enable the team to repair her home in the future.

Jerusalem

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted, helped the woman rearrange
the apartment and hung shelves

Location Family Status

Services Provided

Jerusalem

Couple + 4 children, sick mother

Fixed walls and painted, replaced sockets and switches,
fixed severe toilet plumbing problem, fixed shutter

Jerusalem

Needy family

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Needy family + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Single mother + 4 children,
including 2 mentally challenged

Intensive wall work: fixed and filled peeling walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed and painted porch

Jerusalem

Elderly couple (immigrants from Iran)

Cleaned mold and painted shower

Jerusalem

Single mother (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted, cleared broken furniture, hung curtains

Jerusalem

Elderly woman (immigrant
from Georgia)

Fixed porch walls, cleaned mold and painted walls of shower

Jerusalem

Emotionally-challenged man

Fixed severe plumbing problem and broken water boiler

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly man

Arranged donation of table and chairs

Jerusalem

Needy family + 3 children

Fixed and painted severely peeling ceilings and walls, lowered
ceilings with plaster to enable proper heating

Jerusalem

Elderly, emotionallychallenged woman

Fixed and painted peeling and dark walls, treated mold, intense work

Jerusalem

Needy family

Fixed walls and painted, sealed windows and kitchen sink and counter

Jerusalem

Couple (father disabled) + 4 children

Replaced faucets, installed new washing lines, fixed sink

Jerusalem

Needy family

Arranged donation of table and chairs, fixed hazardous electrical system

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed, painted and treated old, dark, moldy walls

Jerusalem

Elderly man

Fixed and painted walls and doors, fixed doorpost

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, fixed porch banister

Jerusalem

Emotionally-challenged hoarder

Cleared massive amount of dangerous clutter, treated against
cockroaches and rats, scrubbed bath, toilet and kitchen with acid,
fixed walls and painted, replaced all sockets and switches

Jerusalem

Single mother

Fixed walls and painted, replaced sockets, fixed kitchen sink drain

Jerusalem

Elderly woman (immigrant
from Russia)

Fixed walls and painted in parts of home

Jerusalem

Elderly man (immigrant from Russia)

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly woman

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly man (immigrant from Russia)

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Single mother + 2 children

Replaced dangerous tiles in shower with new ceramics,
fixed plumbing, installed shower accessories

Jerusalem

Elderly woman

Fixed kitchen cabinets, sockets and furniture

Jerusalem

2 sick orphans

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted, fixed windows, built wall, sealed
counter, installed tiles in missing places

Jerusalem

Needy family + 4 children

Fixed walls and painted, replaced lighting

Jerusalem

Emotionally-challenged man

Entire apartment full of dampness with peeling and crumbling walls
and ceilings - fixed walls and painted with intense work

Jerusalem

Immigrant couple (immigrants
from Georgia)

Fixed and painted walls

Jerusalem

Elderly man (immigrant
from Georgia)

Fixed and painted cracked walls

Jerusalem

Elderly emotionallychallenged woman

Fixed and painted walls

Jerusalem

Single mother + 2 children

Reduced living room in order to create a bedroom for
teenager, installed window and electrical system

Location Family Status
Jerusalem

Couple + 5 children

Services Provided
Fixed electrical system and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly woman

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts

Jerusalem

Couple- Holocaust survivors

Fixed and painted walls

Jerusalem

Disabled couple

Fixed and painted walls and treated mold in shower

Jerusalem

Elderly, disabled and sick woman

General repairs in the home

Jerusalem

Elderly emotionally-challenged man

Fixed and painted walls, installed upper kitchen
cabinets, installed ceramic tiles in shower

Jerusalem

Emotionally-challenged woman

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed shutter, toilet and plumbing

Jerusalem

Elderly sick couple

Fixed porch railings & floor tiles, fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed electrical system, fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly

Installed shower accessories, fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Replaced broken shower tiles, fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Sealed windows, fixed furniture, fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed electrical system, fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed walls and painted, treated mold

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly

Fixed walls and painted and sockets

Jerusalem

Sick single mother + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Couple + 4 children

Fixed damp walls and painted

Jerusalem

Single mother + 4 children

Fixed walls and painted

Jerusalem

Elderly man, Holocaust survivor,
recuperating from a broken thigh

Fixed toilet and installed handrails for accessibility

Jerusalem

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed walls and painted, treated for mold

Jerusalem

Elderly woman, Holocaust survivor

Installed handrails around apartment for accessibility

Jerusalem

Couple

Fixed and painted walls, doors and doorposts

Jerusalem

Single mother + 5 children, children
slept on sofas in living room

Divided the living room into 2 bedrooms including installation of
doors and electrical system, fixed walls and painted, fixed and
replaced dysfunctional and hazardous switches and sockets

Jerusalem

Elderly + 4 grandchildren

Arranged for donation of beds, table, chairs and sofa

Jerusalem

Single mother + 2 children

Arranged for donation of refrigerator, treated shower mold and painted apartment

Jerusalem

Single father + 6 children

Arranged for donation of children’s games, clothes and food. Fixed
dysfunctional electrical system, arranged volunteers for afternoon
assistance with the children and tidying of the home

Jerusalem

Single mother + 1 child

Replaced toilet, installed shelves and fixed furniture

Jerusalem

Single mother + 4 children

Arranged for weekly and holiday warm food deliveries

Jerusalem

Single mother + 3 children

Installed shelves, fixed plumbing and electrical system

Jerusalem

Elderly couple (immigrants
from Baghdad)

Painted area effected by leak, arranged weekly food delivery

Jerusalem

Emotionally-challenged man

Fixed electrical system and walls

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Plastered and painted the entire apartment and replaced electric sockets

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor

Plumbing and carpentry work

Hatzor

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed windows and painted

Hatzor

Emotionally-challenged woman

Painted apartment, fixed switches and sockets

Hatzor

Elderly woman

Fixed cracked walls and painted, fixed doors and windows

Hatzor

Single mother (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted

Location Family Status
Hatzor

Single mother + 1 child

Services Provided
Painted apartment, fixed switches and sockets

Hatzor

Elderly disabled man

Installed handrails in bathroom and kitchen, treated mold and fixed drain

Hatzor

Elderly disabled woman

Fixed hole in wall, fixed counter and drain

Hatzor

Needy family

Fixed doors and painted home

Hatzor

Elderly sick woman

Fixed electrical system and plumbing, painted room

Hatzor

Emotionally-challenged woman

Fixed walls and painted

Hatzor

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed dangerous electrical system in bedrooms and painted entire home

Hatzor

Single mother + 2 children

Replaced faucet, fixed shower and painted

Hatzor

Elderly sick man, Holocaust survivor

Fixed windows, treated mold and painted kitchen

Hatzor

Holocaust survivor

Plastered and painted the entire apartment, fixed
windows from clod drafts, installed handrails

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children
including soldier daughter

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts, replaced all shower
ceramic tiles with new, replaced switches and sockets, fixed toilet
door, fixed faucets, kitchen cabinets and bedroom closets

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly man living alone

Home was unlivable. Fixed walls, ceilings and painted, replaced
crumbling wall, installed bathroom cabinets, cleared the yard,
added a fence, replaced sockets, switches and lighting, cleaned
the apartment, arranged for donation of oven and stove

Kiryat-Gat

Woman living alone

Extensive fixing and painting of walls

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children
including soldier daughter and
emotionally-challenged child

Reduced the size of the living room, created a new bedroom for children
including door and electrical system. Painted entire home

Kiryat-Gat

Woman living alone

Cleared belongings of deceased sister, fixed roof leak that
caused dampness throughout the apartment

Kiryat-Gat

Disabled single mother + soldier
son (immigrants from Russia)

Fixed electrical system, repainted depressing walls, installed lighting, fixed leaks

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly couple + son

Fixed walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 4 children

Fixed walls and painted, covered shower walls with tiles

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly man (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and ceiling and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Disabled couple

Fixed walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Holocaust survivor

Replaced broken kitchen with new cabinets, counter, sink, faucet,
and drain. Covered peeling and moldy shower walls with tiles

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)

Installed window in bathroom

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 3 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)

All bedrooms were missing doors. Installed 3 new doors
and doorpost including plaster work for fitting

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from India)

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly and mentally-challenged son

Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Immigrant couple + 7
children from Ethiopia

Installed new window, treated mold and painted shower
room and exterior wall damaged by shower leak

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother, grandmother
+ 5 children

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, built wardrobe for children’s
room, covered peeling and moldy shower walls with tiles

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 1 child

Fixed walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children

Cleaned and painted moldy shower

Kiryat-Gat

Youth at risk club

Painted walls

Kiryat-Gat

Sick single mother + 2 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)

Shower without tiles caused leaks to neighbor’s apartment. Team covered walls
with tiles, installed sink and toilet. Broke wall in living room and painted apartment

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 2 children (immigrants from
Russia) 1 child mentally challenged

Fixed and painted peeling and moldy walls and doorposts

Location Family Status

Services Provided

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 4 children

Fixed walls and painted, fixed and sealed roof leaks,
fixed fuse box, replaced switches and sockets

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly man

Fixed leaking toilet, sockets, painted room

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed switches, sockets and shutters

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly man

Dark home – replaced lighting, switches and sockets

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children

Installed doors

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 8 children (immigrants
from Uruguay)

Fixed walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Emotionally challenged man

Replaced door lock

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 5 children

Reduced living room in order to create bedroom: broke
and built walls, door, electrical system, painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children,
child mentally challenged

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, replaced showerhead, fixed toilet

Kiryat-Gat

Needy family

Fixed hole in wall and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children

Replaced shower head, treated mold, painted, installed shower accessories

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly couple + 2 mentally
challenged children

Fixed plumbing and electrical system

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 5 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Installed faucet and bathroom cabinets

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 1 child

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed damp and moldy wall and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed and replaced hazardous and dysfunctional switches and sockets

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 5 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)

Fixed walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and painted, fixed leaks

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed a hole in crumbling wall, fixed lighting

Kiryat-Gat

Emotionally-challenged
elderly hoarder

Cleared large amount of dangerous and unhygienic old belongings

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children

Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and painted, fixed all walls, sealed windows

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly man (immigrant from
Ethiopia) emotionally challenged

Fixed walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted and treated mold

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly woman + single
mother + 3 children

Old, dysfunctional kitchen replaced with new kitchen cabinets,
counter, sink, drain and faucet, ceramic tiles on wall and paint

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 4 children

Fixed walls and painted, fixed toilet, replaced faucet, fixed leaks, replaced
lighting that caused short cuts, replaced hazardous sockets

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly disabled man

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, sealed leaks, cleared
accumulated belongings, arranged for donation of sofa

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 1 child
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Reorganized apartment, painted apartment, replaced lighting, fixed water heater

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 4 children
+ 2 children who visit on
a bi-weekly basis

Reduced living room size in order to create more bedrooms: built and painted
new walls, installed door and electrical system. Extensive work to fix electrical
system. Installed shower door, cabinets, sink, faucet and accessories

Kiryat-Gat

Couple and emotionallychallenged child

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 5 children, mother sick,
father emotionally challenged

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 3 children

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, replaced all door
handles, rearranged electric wires around apartment

Kiryat-Gat

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Location Family Status

Services Provided

Kiryat-Gat

Elderly disabled + 2 emotionallychallenged hoarder sons

Cleared old and broken belongings

Kiryat-Gat

Emotionally-challenged man
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Cleared old and broken belongings, cleaned and replaced lighting

Kiryat-Gat

Emotionally-challenged mother,
deaf father – family living without
a kitchen for 8 months!

Installed new kitchen cabinets, counter, sink, drain and faucet.
Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, installed doors and
doorposts to all rooms, dismantled broken bedroom closets and
installed new, replaced all lighting, sockets and switches

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 3 children
(immigrants from Ethiopia)

Installed donated kitchen including cabinets, counter, sink, drain and faucet

Kiryat-Gat

Emotionally challenged
couple – extreme hoarding

Apartment damaged by fire – massive clearance of
belongings including rats and maggots

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 6 children

Replaced hazardous and dysfunctional switches and sockets

Kiryat-Gat

Couple + 8 children

Fixed and painted walls and doors, replaced hazardous
and dysfunctional switches and sockets

Kiryat-Malachi

Couple + 7 children

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Malachi

Elderly couple (immigrants
from Ethiopia) + grandchild

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Malachi

Single mother emotionally
challenged + 1 child

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted and installed door to bedroom

Kiryat-Malachi

Single mother emotionally
challenged + 1 child

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Malachi

Single mother + 7 children,
disabled after strokes

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Malachi

Elderly woman (immigrant
from Ethiopia)

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Malachi

Single mother + 3 children,
including one that is hearingimpaired and mentally disabled

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Kiryat-Malachi

Single mother + 2 children

Fixed peeling and moldy shower walls and painted, arranged donated table

Kiryat-Malachi

Couple + 3 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Fixed and painted walls and doorposts

Kiryat-Malachi

Single mother + 2 children
(immigrant from Ukraine)

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Ofarim

Single mother + 6 children

Arranged routine food deliveries

Ofarim

Couple with disabled sick child

Arranged donations of bed and handrails for accessibility

Efrat

Couple + 1 child

Fixed walls and painted, fixed electrical system, sealed roof
and arranged food deliveries for high-holidays

Holon

Single mother+ 2 emotionally
challenged children

Arranged food deliveries for high-holidays

Beit-Shemesh

Single mother + 1 child (immigrants
from Ethiopia) left battered
women shelter empty handed

Arranged for donations of washing machine, children’s clothes,
table, chairs, bedding, plates and pots, beds and dresser

Beit-Shemesh

Couple + 7 children (immigrants
from Ethiopia), 2 children
mentally challenged

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted, sealed shower,
replaced lighting and hazardous sockets

Beit-Shemesh

Single mother

Arranged for donations of beds and closet

Beit-Shemesh

Elderly mother+ 2 mentally
challenged children

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted

Beit-Shemesh

Single mother + 5 children, soldier
son (immigrants from Ethiopia)

Fixed peeling and moldy walls and painted including doors and doorposts

Our Vision
Strengthening Israeli society by
strengthening destitute families

”

Your workers are amazing and your
entire organization is doing holy work!
Endless thanks for the help you have given us!
Elderly man (immigrant from Ethiopia), Kiryat Gat

”

“Tenufa Bakehila has helped my
family make major changes...
we are getting back on our feet,
and we see the light at the end of the
tunnel.Thanks to Tenufa for giving us
a fresh start, setting us on the right path!”
Single mother of 3, Jerusalem

“

Meet our professional team

“

Social Work Review
Location Family Status

Services Provided

Jerusalem

Parents of 3, struggling financially

Collaborative work with Katef Le’katef

Jerusalem

Parents of 12, one with special needs

Collaborative work with Katef Le’katef, coaching sessions
for support and enhancement, home visits, provision
of new home furnishings from Project Joseph

Jerusalem

Parents of 4 in the process of divorce; mother is
an oncology patient who sleeps in living room

Collaborative work with Katef Le’katef empowering
the mother and bridging gaps between the couple

Jerusalem

Single mother of 4, two teenage
boys in special-ed programs

Home visits, chaotic home, counseling to
encourage reorganization of the home

Jerusalem

Emotionally-challenged woman living alone

Lonely, suffers from anxiety, needed “warm up” visits before
repair to allow Tenufa to enter her home and renovate

Jerusalem

Parents of 9, father after accident doesn’t
function, the mother raises them alone

Encouragement and support for better management
of the home. Arranged free dental care through DVI

Jerusalem

Parents of 1, mother suffers
from emotional challenges

Arranged delivery of new dishes from Project
Joseph, therapy sessions to deal with fears

Jerusalem

Parents of 3 teenage children, all victims
of sexual abuse, unstable and don’t
attend school regularly. Mother spends
most of her time caring for them

Connected her with Pa’amonim to help them learn
better financial planning tools. Arranged Latet delivery
for Pesach and food vouchers. Home visits

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor lives alone;
mentally-challenged adult daughter
stays with him occasionally

Provided him with new beds and mattresses from the Joseph
Project, warm meals delivered from Kruvit for high-holidays

Beit
Shemesh

Single mother of 3 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Home visits, assisted son in job search

Beit
Shemesh

Single mother of 5 children

Personal meetings + referring the family to ‘L’maan Achai’

Jerusalem

Elderly couple, Holocaust survivors

Personal meetings. Cleared the apartment
from unnecessary items

Jerusalem

Single mother of 2 children

Personal guidance in financial planning

Jerusalem

Elderly, sick woman

Guiding her children in getting day-care for her

Jerusalem

Elderly woman, Holocaust survivors

Personal meetings. Cleared the apartment
from unnecessary items

Jerusalem

Single mother of 3 children

Helped in organize the apartment
and arranged food for them

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 3 children

Engaged the daughters and a sibling
in work around the house

Kiryat
Malachi

Ethiopian couple+3

Personal meetings. The renovation was
a great elevation for them

Beit Shemesh

Ethiopian mother+3

Personal meetings. Helped the son find a job

Beit Shemesh

Single mother of 4 children, newly
employed after a year of unemployment

In collaboration with Le'maan Acahi, and with funding from
Operation Blessing, we renovated the family's bathroom

Beit Shemesh

Parents of 7 children, one with Downe’s
Syndrome and heart condition and one
hyperactive (immigrant from Ethiopia)

Home visit

Beit Shemesh

Parents of 2 children, one son suffering
from mental illness. Extreme physical
neglect and chaos in the home

Home visit
Referred to us by "Le'maan Achai"

Social Work Review
Location Family Status

Services Provided

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 4 children, 2 in foster
care and 2 in dormitory settings. Minimal
functioning following recent trauma

Arranged donations of new beds, mattresses and
blankets through The Joseph Project. Arranged food
baskets for the high holidays through Latet.
As a result of our work, the children return
home for Shabbat and holidays

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 3 children, daughter is a
victim of sexual assault. One is gifted and
the other suffers from mental illness

Home visits

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 2 children. During the last
year, she lost both her mother and a sister

Home visit

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 5 children,
presently not employed

Home visit

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 3 children, one son
struggles with psychiatric issues. The
daughter was recently subjected to sexual
harassment by one of their neighbors

Home visits to map the needs, guidance to find work

Kiryat Gat

Elderly man, tries to keep himself drug-free

Home visit to map the needs. Talked about getting
financial counseling for budget management and
moving to a permanent home. The client was not
interested in receiving help. Arranged food packages
for the holidays through Kruvit and Latet

Kiryat Gat

Parents of 3 children – one of the parents
is mentally and emotionally challenged

Home visit to map the needs – advice to secure
their rights, find an appropriate care center
for the emotionally challenged son. The other
children are responsible and independent

Jerusalem

Holocaust survivor and grown emotionallychallenged son (immigrants from Russia)

Kruvit delivery for Pesach, helped the son to search
for employment. Connected them with help for
Russian immigrants regarding their rights

Beit Shemesh

Single working mother,
(immigrant form Ethiopia)

Partnership with Operation Blessing for renovation

Jerusalem

Single father of 8 children

Attempted to help the father find an appropriate
educational institution for his son who has
not been attending school for a year

Jerusalem

Parents of 8 children

Home visit, counseling regarding sleeping arrangements
since parents are sharing beds with their younger children

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 2. One is wheelchair bound
with a rare degenerative disease: doctors
give him only a few more years to live

Receives close guidance from welfare and
support. Helped them secure donated clothing,
food and rides to the son's therapy sessions

Kiryat Gat

Elderly man

Home visit

Kiryat Gat

Couple with 5 children, one has
special costly nutritional needs

Home visit

Kiryat Gat

Holocaust survivor

Home visit

Kiryat Gat

Parents of 3 children

Home visit

Efrat

Parents of 3, husband fell ill and is in
a coma. Wife is overwhelmed

Much trouble organizing herself and accomplishing
everyday tasks. Empowerment sessions to help
this mother take better care of her young children;
organized free dental care at DVI, and financed summer
day camp through King's Ransom for 2 kids

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 5 children

Mother shared a bed with her young son since
she couldn't afford beds. Arranged donation of a
new bed and mattress through Project Joseph

Social Work Review
Location Family Status

Services Provided

Jerusalem

Couple suffering from mental illness. No
children. Husband suffers from cancer

Ongoing emotional support, food vouchers for
sukkot, loan, taking wife to and from hospital
to visit husband while hospitalized

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 3 grown children, lives alone.
Had no working refrigerator. Suffers from
epilepsy, recognized as 100% handicapped

Arranged donation of a new refrigerator through Selah

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 2 children, victim of domestic
violence. Mother of 2 grown sons who are
barely in contact with her. Suffers from physical
limitations, living on NIS 2600 per month

Home visit

Jerusalem

Parents of 3 children, immigrants from
the Ukraine. All three children sleep in the
living room. The mother does not work

Home visit

Kiryat Gat

Lives alone, recovering drug addict,
has spent time in jail and is trying
desperately to rehabilitate himself

Home visit

Jerusalem

Single mother of 3 children, suffered
from domestic violence, works

Home visit. Suggested new sleeping arrangements so
that mother and daughter would each have private
space. Arranged donations of dining room table
and chairs plus new bed, food packages every two
weeks, including fresh meat, from "Netivyah"

Jerusalem

Single mother of 2 young boys. Works
and maintains her very cramped
apartment as best as she can

Finding help through Sachi to better
organize and tidy the apartment

Jerusalem

Single mother of 3, just finished high
school equivalency degree which will
help her earn more money in her job

Came to us through Katef LeKatef.
Home visit

Jerusalem

Elderly emotionally-challenged
woman living alone

Home visit. Very resistant to being helped in any way.
Suffers from mental illness but lives independently

Jerusalem

Single mother of 5 children

Home visit

Kiryat Gat

Single parent and emotionally challenged son

Arranged donation of art material for son

Kiryat Gat

Single mother+ 2 children
(immigrants from India)

Arranged food deliveries through Sahi

Kiryat Gat

Couple, man became sick and wheelchair bound

Because of mobility difficulties, arranged food deliveries.
They receive emotional support from welfare

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 5 children
(immigrant from Ethiopia)

Connected them to Hinneni to integrate the mother
in the community's activities on the farm

Kiryat Gat

Elderly and disabled, 2 mature
severely emotionally challenged
sons who hoard even garbage

Welfare is trying to help the father by encouraging
him to join a day care center for the elderly
for social interaction and warm meals

Kiryat Gat

Parents of 6 children, father deaf

Welfare has been guiding the family for
years, provided additional counseling

Kiryat Gat

Parents of 3 children (immigrants from Ethiopia)

After difficult break-up from spouse, referred
to Otzma. Succeeded in reuniting the couple
and helping both parents find work

Kiryat Gat

Single mother of 2 children, sick
with HIV and disabled

Just before her bank account was foreclosed,
helped her resolve debts using a volunteer
lawyer, arranged weekly food deliveries

Partner Organizations:

Tenufa has joined forces with other organizations
as part of the holistic services to the families

Decent housing is a “hand-up”
that restores dignity and transforms
the future for impoverished families.

• Joseph Project - Distributing home furnishing
to Israelis in need
• DVI – Dental Volunteers for Israel
• A. Hadar Building and Repairs – Donations of kitchens
• Katef Le’Katef - Helping distressed families break the
cycle of poverty
• Pa’amonim – Helping families manage finances
responsibly
• A Warm Home for Every Soldier – Supporting soldiers
facing hardship
• Latet - Reducing nutritional insecurity
• Kruvit Project - Distribution of food for the holidays
• Tayar Doors – Donations of doors
• M.M.M Alma Design – Donations of furniture

Thank you to all our partners:
JNF UK

The Avraham Foundation

The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation

The Ephraim Block Charitable Trust

Matanel Foundation

The Maurice and Vivienne Wohl Philanthropic Foundation

Dalia and Eli Hurvitz Foundation

Stichting Chaweriem

Yad Hanadiv Foundation

Sdot Yam Kibutz

HJH- Norway

The Silver Foundation

Gerry Schwartz & Heather Reisman Foundation

Arkin Family Foundation

The Sobell Foundation

King’s Ransom

The Orion Foundation

Hilfe fur Blinde in Israel

Check Point Software Technologies

Congregation Ahavath Torah

S.B Fund

Operation Blessing

The Shamberg Memorial Fund

Hands On Tzedakah

Lillian Fund

The Wiesel Fund

Hirsch Family Fund

EAS Tzedaka Fund

My Israel Charity

Kibutz Yavne

Fresh Leaf Charitable Foundation
Municipalities of Jerusalem, Hadera, Binyamina, Or Akiva, Pardes Hanna, Hatzor, Beit Shemesh,
Kiryat Gat and Kiryat Malachi

972-2-6793491
 ׀www.tenufa.org  ׀tenufaoffice@gmail.com ׀
Like us up on Facebook: Tenufa Bakehila: Building Hope

